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Example – Generally Allowed: 

Advanced generative AI (such as ChatGPT, Google Gemini, Microsoft Copilot AI, and others) 

will be used on a multiple of specific assignments within this course. Examples of the way 

we will use AI in this course include to assist with brainstorming (idea generation), outlining, 

summarizing, and even to review your (student) generated content. I will directly inform 

you when you can use AI. If you are not sure whether or not you are allowed to use AI on an 

assignment, be sure to ask me.  

 

Example – Allowed for Specific Assignments: 

AI is encouraged in specific assignments with attribution: In this course learners can choose 

to use AI tools like ChatGPT to help brainstorm and/or draft assignments or projects, or to 

revise existing written work. It is expected that submitted assignments will follow the 

specific assignment instructions regarding the use of AI, and appropriately reference, cite, 

and attribute any role played, or text generated by AI tools. 

 

Example – Allowed/Required with Attribution: 

AI is encouraged/required with attribution: The use of AI tools, including ChatGPT, is 

encouraged/required in this course for specific assignments. To adhere to our scholarly 

values, learners must appropriately cite any AI-generated material that informed their work 

(this includes in-text citations and/or use of quotations, and in the reference list). Using an 

AI tool to generate content without proper attribution violates institutional academic 

integrity policies. 

 

Example - Against: 

The allowable use of advanced generative AIs (such as ChatGPT, Google Gemini, Microsoft 

Copilot AI, and others) within this courses will be very minimal. All course work, whether 

assigned as individual work or group work is to be created by you, the student. You are to 

do your own drafting, editing, and final writing for all assignments within this class. I will 

specifically inform you if we will use AI at any point within this course.  

 

Example - Strongly Against: 

You are not allowed to use any advanced generative AIs (such as ChatGPT, Google Gemini, 

Microsoft Copilot AI, or others) within this courses. All course work, whether assigned as 

individual work or group work is to be created by you, the student. You are to do your own 

drafting, editing, and final writing for all assignments within this class.  
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